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THEATER DE WAANZIN
DEKALOG 10
Dekalog, ten films by Polish film maker Kieslowski, became a hit TV-series on
Polish television in iconic year 1989, fall of the Berlin wall. Kieslowski and
Piesiewicz wrote 10 scenarios of 50 minutes, each loosely based upon one of the
Ten Commandments of the Old Testament.
They depict in each story ordinary people confronted with moral dilemmas. They
have to make a choice for their future. They find that the old commandments do not
suffice anymore.
Theater de WAANzin and Theater Trac, a fellow Ghent company, played all ten
stories in April 2017. Now they present the tenth commandment.
Father Wortel dies, and all his sons Jerzy and Arthur inherit is his stamp collection.
Both brothers are more than disappointed. When they visit their father’s house,
which seems a fortified castle (why in God’s name) they see lots of series od
stamps but meet also with the many debts their father had. They decide to sell the
collection. Meanwhile Jerzy takes some of the stamps to give as a remembrance
present to his daughter. When the collection is at last estimates on it’s worth, it
seems the brothers have become millionaires. Their lives change drastically,
becoming greedy to find other valuable stamps.
Does their greediness make them happy?

Depuis 1957, le Festival Mondial regroupe, tous les 4 ans, les amateurs du monde entier à Monaco
Since 1957, the World Festival has brought together amateurs from all over the world, every 4 years, in Monaco
Desde 1957, el Festival Mundial agrupa, cada 4 años, a los aficionados del mundo entero en Mónaco

